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Abstract-The plane strain problem of determining Stress Intensity Factors (SIF) for a moving 
interfacial Griffith crack between an elastic orthotropic half-plane and a dissimilar orthotropic layer 
with a moving punch situated along the boundary of the layer have been considered. The problem is 
reduced to the solution of three simultaneous singular integral equations with Cauchy-type singular- 
ities. Expressions for SIF for the case of a general loading are obtained. Numerical results for some 
particular cases are also presented graphically. @ 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Several authors including Erdogan and Gupta [l], Sneddon and Lowengrub [2], Itou [3], Das 
and Patra [4] considered the problems of interfacial Griffith crack in an elastic media. Tait and 
Moodie [5] have employed the method of complex variables to obtain closed form solutions of 
moving punch problems in an isotropic elastic strip. On the other hand, Singh and Dhaliwal [6] 
have also solved the same problem by using integral transform method. Recently, De and Patra [7] 
used the Riemann-Hilbert technique to study the dynamic punch problems in an orthotropic 
elastic half-plane. In spite of these studies, problems in an orthotropic medium relating to both 
interfacial crack and punch have received much less attention. 
The main purpose of this paper is to determine stress intensity factors around a moving Griffith 
crack located at the interface of an orthotropic half-plane and a dissimilar orthotropic layer with 
a punch on another of its face. The effect of the punch on the stress intensity factors will also be 
examined here. Even though the mathematical technique used is straightforward, the existence 
of an additional punch leads to a system of simultaneous singular integral equations with Cauchy- 
type singularities. These equations have been solved approximately. The last section deals with 
the graphical presentation of numerical results for some particular cases of the problem. 
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2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
We consider an elastodynamic plane problem of a crack situated at the interface of an or- 
thotropic half-plane bonded to a dissimilar orthotropic layer of depth h with a punch on its other 
face. The geometrical configuration of the problem is shown in Figure 1. Following Yoffe model, 
we assume that both the crack and the punch propagate with the same constant speed c along one 
of the axes of symmetry of the materials and without change in length. We refer the quantities 
with superscript, i = 1,2 to the layer and the half-plane, respectively. 
Figure 1. Geometrical configuration of the problem. 
Under the assumption of plain strains, the equations of motion for the displacement field in an 
orthotropic medium are given by 
c(i) a2?.hi) 
l1 ax2 
+ c(i) a2di) 
66 dY2 + ( (i) a2di) cz +c,, m = P > (i) a%(") at2 7 (2.1) 
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where t is the time, i = 1,2, ~(~1, C$‘s ar e respective densities and elastic constants of the 
materials. 
The Galelian transformations z = X - d, Y = y, t = t reduce equations (2.1) and (2.2) to the 
form 
( > 
@u(i) 
cg) - c2p 622 + c 
(.) pv(i) 
(i) if?!!!! + (cg + C6;i) w = 0, 66 ay2 
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(2.3) 
(2.4) 
where uci)(x, y) = uci)(X, Y t), v(“l(z, y) = v(~)(X 
The stress-displacement ielations are given by ’ 
Y t) , * 
(2.5) 
&(i = c(i) dv(“) 
22 ay 
+ clil adi) 
ax 7 (2.6) 
(2.7) 
where i = 1,2. 
It is assumed that the moving crack defined by 1x1 I 1, y = 0 is opened by internal normal and 
shearing tractions pi(z) and m(x), respectively, and the moving punch defined by 1x1 5 1, y = h 
is subjected to normal pressure ps(x). 
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The boundary conditions on y = h are given by 
@(G h) = Pa, 1x1 5 1, 
&)(z, h) = 0, 1x1 > 1, 
a;;((~, h) = 0, 1x1 < 00. 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
The boundary conditions at the interface y = 0 are 
c7g(x, 0+) = fJg?x70-) = -m(x), 1x1 I 1, (2.11) 
cr$(2,0+) = a:T(GO-) = -P2(3c), 14 I 1, (2.12) 
o&j (x:, 0+) = c$&O-), 1x1 > 1, (2.13) 
C&)(X, 0+) = #(z, 0-L I4 > 1, (2.14) 
u(‘)(x, 0+) = ?P)(z, o-), 14 > 1, (2.15) 
2)(1)(x, 0+) = 7&2)(x,0-), 121 > 1. (2.16) 
In addition, all the components of stress and displacement fields vanish at large distances from 
the crack. 
3. SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM 
The appropriate integral solution of equations (2.3) and (2.4) can be taken as 
uyx, y) = Srn ACi)(s, y) sin sxds, 
0 
s 
co 
Ji)(x, y) = Bci)(s, y) cos sx ds, 
0 
where Aci) and Bci) are functions of y satisfying the equations 
+ c$;l + c(i) 
> 
dB(i) 
66 s-=0, 
dy 
dA(i) 
(c$ + cq s --&- = 0. 
For the layer, the equations in (3.4) have the solutions 
Acl)(s,y) = AI’)(s)& (y$y) + Ay)(s)ch (#by) 
+ @)(s)sh (y$y) + C;‘)(s)sh @‘by) , 
B(‘)(s, y) = B:‘)(s)sh (#by) + B;‘)(s)sh (yi’)sy) 
+ #(s)ch (#by) + D;)(s)ch (y$y) , 
and for the half-plane, solutions are given by 
A(2)+, y) = A~)(s)e7?sY + A$+Y, 
B(2+, y) = B;2)(s)e#)8Y + @)#sY, 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3-g) 
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in which yii) and T:)(< rii’) are positive roots of the equation 
cg&~y4 + 
+ -cg - c2p(i9 (@ _ c2p(9 = 0, ( 
and Bf’ and DF) are related to the arbitrary functions 
i = 1,2, 
A!“)(s) and &‘(s) by 3 3 
where 
($) 
c;z; 
= 
3 
The expressions for stresses for the layer are 
&x, Y) = C$/ 
J[ 0 
O” $ A(,1)(s)sh (y$l/) + $ A;)(s)& (@sy) 
p(l) 
sy) + 2 C:‘)(s)& (~i’)sy 
Yil) )I s sin sx ds, 
) {A(,‘)(s)ch (yfby) + Cj’)(s)sh (y;“sy)} 
) (AF)(s)ch ($sy) + C$l)(s)sh ($‘sy))] s cos sxds, 
and those for the half-plane are 
1 s sin sx ds, 
Cg _ C;;)@) A~)(s)e7!z)‘V + (Ci;) _ @,,,) 
) 
x Af)#‘~] s cos sz ds, 
where ,L?li) = o!i) + (#‘)2 i j = 1 2. 
The bJound:y conditiois t2.15) and (2.16), with the help of (2.11)-(2.14), give 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
lrn [I1Ay)(s) +/ZAP)(S) - l+2~1)(s) - 14C$1)(s)] sinsxds = 0, 1x1 > 1, (3.15) 
lm [meal’) + mzA$)(s) - m&(s) - m4C;‘)(s)] cos sx ds = 0, 1x1 > 1, (3.16) 
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where 
li=l+ 
mi = p ( “3p/y;2) -&p/g) > 
z 
( &)#) _py)vp) ’ > 
cr?) ( (2) (2) (2) L + p!l) a1 r/2 l-Y1 - “$ppyp 
mi+2 = -P 
> 
* ’ * 
( 
/&~2) _ /p#’ 
> 
with 
,ji) = C,(3 _ C&-$) and $1 = Cs$) $, i,j = 1,2. 
3 
Also, boundary condition (2.9) gives 
m 
J[ 0 
$ A;‘)(s)& ($)sh) + $ AFI(s (#)sh) + $ C,“‘(s)ch (#)A) 
+$ Cp(s)ch (#)sh )I cossxds = 0, 1x1 ’ 1 
Setting 
llAl’)(s) + rZAp’(s) - @)(s) - Z&(s) = ; 1’ fl(t) cos st dt, 
0 
rnlAi’)(s) + mzAp)(s) - m&‘~‘)(s) - m4C~‘)(s) = i 
I 
1 
fs(t)sinstdt, 
0 
and 
$ A$‘)(s)sh (#)sh) + $ At)(s)& (#)sh) + $ C,(‘)(s)& (y,(‘)sh) 
+ $’ ?f!! Cf)(s)ch (+$)sh) = i I’ fs(t) sin st dt, 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
where f~(t) is even and fs(t), fs(t) are odd functions oft. We observe that equations (3.18)-(3.20) 
are identically satisfied under the conditions 
I 
1 
h(t) dt = 0, i = 1,2,3. 
-1 
Now boundary condition (2.10) with the help of equation (3.20) yields 
A\‘)(s) = -[l + Gl(s)]C~‘)(s) + 620 J ’ s 0 f~(t) sin stdt,
Ag)(s) = -[l + &(s)]C;‘)(s) - 640 J ’ s 0 fs(t)sinstdt, 
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
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where 
b(s) = 
ze--2y;‘)sh 
62(s) = 
&-pSh 
1 _ e-2y;‘)sh ’ (1) (1) (1) 
“1 P2 lrt 
(1) (1) (1) 
- a2 CL1 l’y2 >( 
1 _ e-2-yi’)sh ’ 
> 
63(s) = 
2e-2y$1)sh 
64(s) = 
&+$%h 
1 _ e-2yi1)sh ’ 
( 
“$p/yp _ app$l)/7p 
>( 
1 _ e-2y$‘bI . 
> 
Substituting equations (3.22) and (3.23) in (3.18) and (3.19), we obtain 
wll(s)cp(s)+w12(s)c~1)(s) = -1 
s 
1 
w3(3) l 
s 0 
fl(t)cosstdt+ - 
S I 
f3(t) sin st dt, (3.24) 
0 
wzl(s)C~l)(~) + u~~(s)~$)(s) = -f 1’ fit) sinst dt + y 1’ f3(t) sin St& (3.25) 
where 
w(s) = h[l + b(s)1 + 13, w2(s) = 12[1+63(s)l + l4, 
u13(s) = 1162(s) - /264(s), w21(3) = ml [l + b(s)1 + m3, 
w22(s) = mz[l + b(s)] + m4, w23(3) = 7%62(s) - m264(s). 
It follows from equations (3.24) and (3.25) that 
c;“(s) = _?J22(s) 
J 
l
S 
fl (t) cos st dt 
0 
+ w2(3) l m3(3) l 
S s 
fi(t)sin stdt + - 
J 
f3(t) sin stdt, 
0 S 0 
c;:“(s) = -w(s) s l S fl (t) cos st dt 0 
u(s) l -- 
S s 
f2(t)sinstdt - * 
S J ’ fs(t)sinstdt, 0 0 
where 
Wij(S) = 
Wij (S) 
w11(3)w22(s) - w2(3)w21 (s) ’ 
i = 1,2, j = 1,2,3. 
(3.26) 
(3.27) 
Expressing 
wij(oo) = Jlmmwij(s) and W!;)(S) = vtij(s) - Wij(m), i = 1,2, j=1,2 (3.28) 
with wli(oo) = 1 + [#)(@ - $‘) + #‘(#’ - $‘)]/[$‘$) - $“T$?], 
WZi(~> 
and substituting the values Cf’(k = 1 2) from (3.27) in (3.11) 
tions (2.11), results (2.12) and (2.8) gike the following singular 
mination of the unknown functions fi(t)(i = 1,2,3): 
i=1,2 
and (3.12), the boundary condi- 
integral equations for the deter- 
Qfl(~) + L 
I 
’ fi@) dt 
- 7rbl -1 t-x 
1 fl 
+ ;I_, [Kll(z,Wi(t) + Klz(~c,Wi(t) + K&,t)fs(t)] dt = %, 
(3.30) 
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(3.31) 
I ’ h(t)dt + ’ -1 t-z J [K31(2, M(t) + K32(x,W2(t) + K33(5, Gf3(91 dt = DP~(z), (3.32) -1 
where 
1 
- = #4Ll12(co) - ?pWll(oo), 
bl 
(3.33ab) 
_L = /pur22(c4 - /$‘(+21(4, (3.34ab) 
dl 
Kg(s, t) = J O” dii(s) coss(t - z) ds, i = 1,2, 0 
Kij(o,t) = /mdij(s)sins(t - x)ds, i#j, i,j=1,2, 
Jo 
t-00 (3.35) 
f&(x, t) = J dij(s)sins(t -z)ds, i = 1, j = 3 and i = 3, j = 2,3, 0 
K&q t) = 
s 
OOd,(s)coss(t - z)ds, i = 2, j = 3 and i = 3, j = 1, 
0 
dll(s) = -#) (‘) w22 (s) - ?$)61(s)W22(s) + $W;;)(s) + ~~1)~3(s)w21(s)~ 
d12(s) = #)w~;)(s) + +5l(s)Wl2(4 - $‘&‘(S) - 772 (1) ~3(s)wll(s)~ 
d13(s) = --77952(s) + ~~%~(s) f #)[1 + &(S)]W13(S) - V$% + 63(s)]w23(s), 
d21(s) = -&‘w;;‘(s) + /@w;;)(s), 
d22(s) = -pl”w$;’ + /.@w;;)(s) 
d23(s) = -&)Wl3(s) + &‘w23(k 
d31(s) = $ [--&,(s)W22(s) + b6(s)w21(s)1 7 
d32(s) = $ [&(s)W12(s) - ~6(s)wll(s)1 3 
d33(s) = $ [-&+~%(s) + ~%11)63(s)] 
(1) (1) 
“1 112 
&p 
--- 
#) YP 
[65(s)w13(s) - 66(s)w23(s)1 1 
+ ( (1) (1) (1) (1) a2 Pl E!-$_- ) ) D* = /p$) - p$p, Yl -Yy (3.36) 
with 
65(s) = 77~1)e-Y~‘)sh + 77;l)&(s)Ch (yil)&) ) 
66(S) = 7pe-+sh + $)63(s)ch (ah) . 
As al, bl, cl, dl depend on the material constants and the velocity of propagation c, the signs of 
these quantities may be of any combinations. Keeping the Mach number less than unity, if the 
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signs of these quantities are all positive, then the pair of equations in (3.30) and (3.31) can be 
expressed as 
- (3.37) 
+ 
I 
_)%I(? t>&(t) + Ki2(x, t)42(t) + K&(~, tVdt)l dt = gk(x), -1 < x < 1, 
where 
6k(z) = &b(~c, + iTk&%fZ(x), a=Jq&g, rr=l, rg=-1, 
27rK;, = 
1 
G KII + rlrm ; K22 
> 
+ ia-’ (rldlK21 - r,blKn) , I, m = 1,2, 
When al,cl,dl are positive and bl = -bz < 0, equations (3.30) and (3.31) can be put into the 
form 
1 
4k(x)+- - 
s ’ 4k(t) dt 
Tark -1t-x 
J _; 
(3.39) 
+ [Kk*l(x,t)~l(t)+K~2(2,t)~2(t)+Kk*3(x,t)f3(t)l dt=g&), -1 < 5 < 1, 
where 
$k(Z) = d&h(x) - irkaf2(2), a=&GZ, rr = -1, r2 = 1, 
27rK& = 
1 
- K11 + rlr,,,-- ’ K22 
> 
- .-I (r,K214 + d2Kl2), l,m = 1,2, 
a1 Cl 
4. SOLUTION OF THE INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
The solution of the integral equations in (3.37) and (3.32) may be assumed as 
and 
where 
&&Cc) = b&(x) 2 CknP,?*Pk)(x), 
n=O 
f3(2) = R(x) ~C3nT2n+l(& 
(3.40) 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
n=O 
‘d&(x) = (1 - z)ak(l + .)pk 
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Figure 2. Plot of (Kl/p) against c for h = 2. 
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Figure 3. Plot of (KI jp) against c for h = 4. 
Ldk = rk‘d, (k = 1,2), 
and R(z) = (1 - ,2)-I/2. 
Then equation (3.21) gives 
4k(t) dt = 0, k = 1,2 (4.3) 
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(q/P) = lo/ 
(q/P) = 5 
MP) = 2 
(cl/P) = 1 
A 
0 
I 
(q/p) = 0.5 J-J 
I (cl/P)=0 I PC 
0.1 0.2 0.3 
Figure 4. Plot of (ICI/~) against c for h = 6. 
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Figure 5. Plot of (Kr/p) against c for h = 8. 
and therefore, 
Using the result 
CkO = 0, k = 1,2. (4.4) 
= (1 - ark) Ldk(z)P ,+pk)(x) - Gg(z)] , 14 > 1, 
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Figure 6. Plot of (Kll/p) against c for h = 2. 
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Figure 7. Plot of (Krr/p) against c for h = 4. 
where G$Ln(z) is the principal part of w~(s)P?“~~)(z) at infinity and 
I 
1 
-1 
q(t) (1 - t2)-1’2 & = { >U,_,,,) 
3 ’ 
; ; IT 
I 
and the fundamental function R(t) = (1 - t2)-li2 is the weight function of Chebyshev polynomial 
of first kind and Uj(x) is the Chebyshev polynomial of second kind, the integral equations (3.37) 
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Figure 8. Plot of (Krr/p) against c for h = 6. 
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0 0.1 0.2 
Figure 9. Plot of (Kll/p) against c for h = 8. 
of (4.1) and (4.2) give 
Using orthogonality relations of the Jacobi and Chebyshev polynomials, equations (4.5) lead to 
the following system of simultaneous algebraic equations for the determination of Ckj: 
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where 
Ji-73 
-Ckj+lei- 
2iaTk 
( ak’-Pk) + 9 $ CmnL;mnj + 2 C3nbknj = Fkj) 
n=l m=l n=O (4.6) 
k = 1,2, j = 0, 1,2,. . . ) 
J 
1 
Lixnnj = Lkmn(l)Wk1(I)Pj(-Uk’-13*‘(2) dx, 
-1 
Lkmn(x) = /’ K;,(x,t)~,(t)P~~~~~)(t) dt, 
-1 
s 
1 
Hk2nfl (x) = Ki3(x, t)T2n+1(t)(l - t2)-1’2dt, 
-1 
J 
1 
bknj = Hk2n+l(x)W;1(x)p3(-Uk’-Bk’(x)dx, 
-1 
(4.7) 
J 
1 
Fkj = _1 gk(x)w;‘P,(-uk’-Bk’(X) dx, 
@A = 2a+4+‘IQ + (Y + l)lT(j + p + 1) 
3 j!(2j + cy + P + l)l?(j + CX + p + 1) 
Similarly, the integral equation (3.32) with the aid of (4.1) and (4.2) ultimately reduces to 
ic3J + 2 2 C77ZnL~m*j + F C3nanj = DP3j, j=o,1,2 )..‘) (4.3) 
n=l m=l n=O 
L3mn(x) = J 1 K3m(x, t)wn(qP, (ak*ok)(t) dt, -1 
J 1 L* 3mnj = L3mn(x)U?j(x)mdz, -1 
J 
1 
H2n+l(X) = K33(x, t)Tz,+l(t)(l - t2)-“2 4 
-1 
(4.9) 
J 
1 
C&j = &+l(x)uzj(x)&=dx, 
-1 
J 1 P3j = _1 &)hj(x)~da:. 
In the general case of the problem, the stress intensity factors are calculated as 
EK, +irkE KII = hl+(x - I)-,. (x + l)-” 
/$~!l,l(X,o+)] = iTr g cknp,!$k'pk)(l). (4.10) X O&)(x, o+) + irk 
When al, cl,dl are positive and bl = -b2 < 0, then with the following modified values 
1 
ok = -- - 2 2 tan-’ a, Pk 
1 
= Tr -2 + Ttan-‘a, k= 1,2 
w = l/xtan-l a, and a = da, the corresponding system of linear algebraic equations for 
the determination of ck,, is obtained as 
+ fJ C3nbnj = Fkjr k=1,2; j=O,l,2 ,..., 
n=O 
(4.11) 
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together with equation (4.8), where Limnj and Fkj are the same as in (4.7) and (4.9). The stress 
intensity factors are then calculated as 
(4.12) 
5. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
As a particular case of the problem, the orthotropic materials of the layer 1 and half-plane 2 
are considered to be a-Uranium and Beech Wood, respectively. For a subsonic propagation, 
considering the crack velocity c = 0.0, 0.1,0.2,0.3, the respective stress intensity factors KI and 
Klr for various values of the depth of the layer h are calculated at the crack tip 2 = 1 with 
pi(x) = p, pg(z) = 0, and ps(x) = q. Graphical representations of Kr and KII against c for 
different values of q/p for h = 2(2)8 are shown in Figures 2-9, respectively. 
It is observed from Figures 2-5 that when h = 2(2)8 as c increases, Kl/p decreases for 
q/p = 0, .5,1 and it increases for 
that when h - 2,4 as c increases, 
increases for q/p = 10. 
q/p = 2,5,10. From Figures 6 and 7, it is again observed 
K~l/p decreases, Kl~/p decreases for q/p = 0, .5,1,2,5 and 
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